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  Description

  it fitted the hole perfect, was exactly the right make and fit and works brilliant plus it looked very smart. This thread is a few years old just wondering if I can resurrect it to see if there are any more alternatives out there now which are perhaps a better deal. When I examined the old control unit, I noticed the battery inside was dead and leaking so badly that the connection to the circuit board had corroded and loosen off. Take programmer and back plate off, ignore the links between L, 5 and 8 as you won't need them on new programmer.
If this is the first time you have used PayPal Credit, you will be asked to complete a short application form to apply for PayPal credit. As I had not checked the part when it was delivered I was expecting a lot of hassle to get it changed. Yes, there are cheaper, more up to date timer controls available but what you are paying for is ease of replacement. You can change your choices at any time by visiting Cookie preferences, as described in the Cookie notice.HONEYWELL ST699 B1002 ELEC 24 HOUR PROG The ST699 time control programmer can be used as a replacement programmer on gravity primary or fully pumped systems. I like this programmer, it is the second one I have bought over the years and glad that it is still available. Just looking for something as low cost as possible that I can control via the internet connection if I'm away from the home.
The 103 third parties who use cookies on this service do so for their purposes of displaying and measuring personalized ads, generating audience insights, and developing and improving products. The programming sequence for the ST699 is straightforward, using the top slider switch and [+] and ['] buttons.My system comprises 8 year old Bosch Worcester boiler, Drayton MA1 Mid level valve, new Honeywell DST90E room therm.
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        Dispatched within 2 days
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                    FREE
                    
                    
                        
                         - 3-5 days Delivery
                    
                    

                    
                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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